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A sexy urban novel in the tradition of Zane...
A harrowing thrill ride you'll never forget.

Ebony Knight was raised by her mother to be on the lookout for the score, The One, the man who could
bankroll a luxuriant lifestyle -- by any means necessary. Now, as the internationally sought-after dominatrix
Supreme Mistress Ebony, she has found that man while catering to the kinky needs and fetishes of the ultra-
affluent: millionaire Erik Johansen, driven by his twisted obsessions, will pay any amount for the pain and
pleasure she doles out. And Ebony's not beyond using his secrets to her own advantage.

The lifestyle and all that goes with it -- cash beyond belief, twisted mind games, blackmail, and danger -- fits
Ebony like a velvet glove. She's in control...until the night she crosses paths with Jeff Cardoza, a supremely
sexy photographer who soon has Ebony playing by his rules. Falling in love with Jeff was never part of
Ebony's plan -- but neither were the deadly deceptions that have her locked in a high-stakes power play with
vengeful Erik Johansen. And just one slip will bring Ebony's house of cards crashing down....
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From reader reviews:

Anthony Edwards:

Whip Appeal can be one of your beginning books that are good idea. We all recommend that straight away
because this publication has good vocabulary which could increase your knowledge in words, easy to
understand, bit entertaining however delivering the information. The article author giving his/her effort to
put every word into enjoyment arrangement in writing Whip Appeal nevertheless doesn't forget the main
position, giving the reader the hottest in addition to based confirm resource details that maybe you can be
considered one of it. This great information can certainly drawn you into completely new stage of crucial
imagining.

Jeremy Smith:

This Whip Appeal is great e-book for you because the content and that is full of information for you who all
always deal with world and also have to make decision every minute. This particular book reveal it info
accurately using great coordinate word or we can state no rambling sentences within it. So if you are read the
idea hurriedly you can have whole data in it. Doesn't mean it only gives you straight forward sentences but
difficult core information with wonderful delivering sentences. Having Whip Appeal in your hand like
having the world in your arm, details in it is not ridiculous one particular. We can say that no publication that
offer you world in ten or fifteen second right but this reserve already do that. So , this can be good reading
book. Hey there Mr. and Mrs. occupied do you still doubt that?

Maritza Berry:

Beside this kind of Whip Appeal in your phone, it could possibly give you a way to get closer to the new
knowledge or data. The information and the knowledge you can got here is fresh in the oven so don't end up
being worry if you feel like an previous people live in narrow village. It is good thing to have Whip Appeal
because this book offers for your requirements readable information. Do you occasionally have book but you
rarely get what it's facts concerning. Oh come on, that will not end up to happen if you have this within your
hand. The Enjoyable set up here cannot be questionable, like treasuring beautiful island. Use you still want to
miss this? Find this book and also read it from currently!

Mandy Jackson:

Publication is one of source of know-how. We can add our knowledge from it. Not only for students but
native or citizen need book to know the revise information of year for you to year. As we know those guides
have many advantages. Beside many of us add our knowledge, also can bring us to around the world. With
the book Whip Appeal we can consider more advantage. Don't that you be creative people? To become
creative person must choose to read a book. Merely choose the best book that suitable with your aim. Don't
end up being doubt to change your life at this book Whip Appeal. You can more appealing than now.
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